SPARSH and Gender Champions Club Report
CUHP is committed to the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women and
takes proactive steps towards gender sensitization and elimination of sexual harassment.
The SPARSH Committee is fully committed in creating awareness among the students,
faculty and non teaching by conducting various events/ from time to time which connects
to the heart of students particularly. In this pursuit Dr Manpreet Arora, Chairperson
SPARSH kept CUHP busy whole month by showcasing movies every week on Gender
Sensitisation with the help of Gender Champions Club of CUHP. This time a gender
awareness program on weekly basis of conducted and certain short movies on the
themes, female feticide, rape, eve teasing, etc followed by interaction session by the
students was conducted. In the first week of the October a short movie “muskaan: female
feticide was showacased. In the second week short documentary, The Impossible Dream
based on how females do not get equal opportunity at home and workplaces was
showcased to sensitise the students and faculty of CUHP. Bus Abb Aur Nahin a short
movie based on Sexual Harassment of Women and how they should fight back was
showcased in the third week.

Lecture by additional ASP organized by SPARSH Committee and anti Ragging
committee in Dhaulladhar Campus on 1st Nov
ASP Sh. Raman Sharma delivered a lecture on “Harassment at public offices: Menace of
corruption and it's eradication” in the Dhauladhar Campus of CUHP.He sensitized
students about the harassment which we face in our daily lives while visiting the public
offices. He also told various practicle measures which one should take while dealing with

corrupt officials. A demonstration of using spy camaras was also utilized. Dr Manpreet
Arora, Chairperson SPARSH and Dr Roshan Lal Sharma, Convenor Anti Ragging
committte were the organizers of the lecture.
Lecture by additional ASP organized by SPARSH Committee in Shahpur Campus
on ASP Sh. Raman Sharma delivered a lecture on Harassment at public offices and Legal
Provisions dealing with it in the Shahpur campus in the first week of November. In an
endeavour to create sensitization for harassment chairperson SPARSH, Dr Manpreet
Arora, conducted the lecture. The major thrust of the lecture was to educate students
particularly girl students regarding the discrimination which they face in the public
offices. They were also sensitized about the legal steps which they can take if any
problem arises to them.

Sensitisation of the Masses by NOOKAD NATAK by Physics students
A Nookad Natak at Dramman Chowk was showcased by the BSc Physics students under
the coordinator-ship of Dr Manpreet Arora on 23rd November. The theme of the street
play was to create awareness about gender discrimination.
International Women’s Day
On the occasion of International Women’s Day, a self defense session was conducted
by the SPARSH Committee of CUHP under the chairmanship of Dr MANPREET ARORA.
A student of MBA TT, Miss Kanika Prashar, Silver Medalist, Asian Kick Boxing held in
2015 Conducted the session and taught various self defense mechanisms through kick
boxingon 8th March 2018 in the Dharamshala and Shahpur Campus.
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